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EDUCATION, DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT

IN A PERIOD OF REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE
WOLFGANG MITIER

Abstract - The observation of the present global scene raises questions about the
socioeconomic, political and cultural framework laying the ground for a constructive
interaction between the three forces which greatly determine people's existence and
survival, namely Development, Democracy and Education. In this approach refer
ence is made to John Dewey's "c1assical remarks" ab out the interrelation between
Democracy and Education. They are examined in the light of specific historical
conditions which are exemplified by references to the history of the "Bohemian Lands"
and the first Czechoslovak Republic as weIl as by a critical view of current events,
revealing the "anti-human perversion of Dewey's model".
Zusammeufassung - Ein Blick auf die gegenwärtige weltweite Szene wirft Fragen
auf nach dem politischen und sozio-ökonomischen Rahmen, der Grundlage einer
konstruktiven Interaktion der drei Kräfte ist, die vor allem die Existenz und das
Überleben der Menschen bestimmen, nämlich Entwicklung, Demokratie und Bildung
und Erziehung. Dieser Ansatz bezieht sich auf John Deweys "klassische Be
merkungen" über die Wechselwirkung von Demokratie und Bildung und Erziehung.
Diese werden im Lichte spezifischer historischer Bedingungen untersucht, weIche
gleichermaßen am Beispiel der Geschichte der "Böhmischen Länder" und der ersten
Tschechoslowakischen Republik veranschaulicht werden, wie durch einen kritischen
Ausblick auf zeitgenössische Ereignisse, die die "menschenfeindliche Perversion von
Deweys Modell" offenbaren.
Resume - L'observation de la scene actuelle souleve des questions au sujet du cadre
socio-economique, politique et culturel qui constitue le fondement d'une interaction
constructive entre les trois forces qui determinent essentiellement l'existence et la
survie des peuples, ii savoir le developpement, la democratie et l' education. Cette
approche se reIere aux "remarques c1assiques" de John Dewey sor l'interrelation entre
la democratie et l'education. On les examine en fonction de conditions historiques
specifiques illustrees par I'histoire des "pays de la Boheme" et de la premiere
Republique tcMcoslovaque ainsi que par une vue critique des evenements actuels,
qui revelent la perversion misanthropique du modele de Dewey.

The interdependence of education, democracy and development is not a
discovery of the present. Its modern history can be traced back to the threshold
of the 19th century, when the emergence of notions of "democracy" - starting
in the United States - and of "development" - seen at that time in Europe
and North America as a concomitant and corollary of the Industrial Revolution
- were becoming essential factors on the socio-economic and political scene.
At the same time, notions of "education", in the sense of compulsory and
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TqLfTPOdvvmfsb  T{TfsO{TLfsbm{TOvbsfTPLfsPfyTsLNmTfs{
qTs Uv{ y{vqvfsb Nvd PTTmvyqTs LsP PTqvO{LO
8f svq fsTsfvs  dvTT{  v{TfTdTdfv{vUdTTfPTL8sTLP 
q TqydLf fsdf yLyT{ fmm NT mLfP vs dT {TvmfvsL{ OdLsbT fs dfOd
T v{TmT L{T sv fsvmTP L fsTT  LbTs  fOfq v{ OvqqTs
Lv{+ fs L bvvP sqNT{ vU OLT dTT zLmffT OvfsRfPT fd v{ vs
fsPffPLm y{vUTfvsLm LsP TfTsfLm {vmT
JT mfT fs L {TvmfvsL{ yT{fvP fsPTTP  OvsOTffsb dT svfvs vU {Tv
mfvsfsfOvqy{TdTsfTqTLsfsbLdTvLmf vU{LPfOLm vOfvTOvsvqfO 
yvmffOLm  Om{Lm LsP TPOLfvpLm OdLsbTDdT OvmmLyT vU vLmfL{fLs
/vqqsfq fs dT CvfTHsfvs LsP dT{ TT~sTfbdNv{fsbOvs{fTdL
vyTsTP dT P@@X v dT Ovsffvs vU PTqvO{LfO {O{T L T9m L v
PTTmvyqTs fs dT qTLsfsb vU TOvsvqfO y{vb{TCfqfmL{ {TsP OLs Lmv
NT vNT{TP fs dT Ddf{P Jv{mP  dT{T dT L{T Pf{TOm fsT{{TmLTP fd
{TOvsfPT{Lfvs vU vOfvTOvsvqfO fT
>vvsPT{dLdff LfqTUv{TPOLfvsLm {TUv{qdvTfsffLv{ dLT 
LNvT L9m  L{TP v {TfT O{{fOmL AvmffOLm TPOLfvs  vOfLm PfT fs
bTsT{LmLsPdqLsffTL{TdTNkTO vOOyfsbdTUf{fssvLv{ y}v{f
7qLsfLfvs  PTqvO{LfLfvs LsP fsPffPLmfLfvs ~ y L lT
OvsOTy fs yTTOdT  y{vb{$%T LsP y{TLqNmT vU sT O{{fOmL/{{fO
mq fssvLfvs f  vU Ov{T  vsm yL{ vU dT O{{Ts {TLq vU OdLsbT  fsOT
f f {TfsUv{OTP N TYv{ v {LPfOL9m LmT{ dT Tdv vU Odvvm /dfmP
OTs{TPsT  Lvsvq LsP TmU{TLmfLfvs fsPfOLT dT Pf{TOfvs NTfsb
LlTs L df mTTm
KT  vsm v TL{ Lbv  T dLP TyTOLfvs dfOd  TTs fs dT dv{
{T{vyTO vU v TL{  TTq v dLT NTTs Tydv{fO v{ TTs fmmv{ DdT
ITmT BTvmfvs  y{vOmLfqTP fs /TOdvmvLlfL N ILOmL 7LTm  Uvm
mvfsb DvqL =LL{l L L TOvsP b{TLdqLsf A{TfPTs vU dLOvs{ 
TTqymfUfTP dT PTyL{{T U{vq L yT{fvP vU fsdqLsf LsP PTy{Tfvs fs
ULv{ vU L {Lfbd qL{Od fsv TOvsvqfO y{vyT{f LsP PTqvO{LfO Ov
TfTsOT Lqvsb yTvymT LsP sLfvs- dT LqT fqT  UL{ LL fs Cvd
-U{fOL fsffLm {LOT fbsLm9TP {LPfOLm {LsUv{qLfvs U{vq LyL{dTfP v
dqLs {fbd LsP vmT{LsOT fs dT {LRf LsP LsfPTqvO{LfO vOfT vU dL
Ovs{
Dv TL{ mLT{ dT yfO{T vU dfOd T L{T LL{T f UL{ mT dvyTUm
3yTOLfvs vU dv{T{q TOvsvqfO y{vb{T dLT bfTs L v LbsLfvs
LsP TTs {Tb{Tfvs  LOOvqyLsfTP N fsUmLfvs LsP  TTs  dL{y y{LOfOT 
U{TzTsm fsO9Pfsb =LUfL qTdvP DdT Uv{qT{ CvfT Hsfvs LsP vqT vU
dT{ sTfbdNv}sb Ovs{fT dLT NTTs OLbd N yvT{ LsP ULqfsT  dfmT 
qLs {Tbfvs fs dT Ddf{P Jv{mP  fsTLP vU dLfsb dT OdLsOT v fqy{vT
dTf{mffsbOvsPffvs L{TfsO{TLfsbmd{TLTsTPNL{Lfvs LsPTyfPTqfO
PfTLT
8 dvmP sv OLT Ls LvsfdqTs v vNT{T dL svfvs vU PTqvO
{LO dLT Lmv Lm{TLP mv yL{ vU dT UvsPLfvs dfOd dLP v {TOTsm
NTTs mLfP<fNT{LTP sLfvs L{T dLsTP N PffsTb{Lfvs LsP OdLv  OLTP 
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and at the same time reinforced, by fanatical outbreaks of nationalism,
ethnocentrism and racism.Associated with these, physical violence and force
of arms demonstrate anew the utmost elements of that "bestiality" which the
Austrian poet Franz Grillparzer in the middle of the 19th century, while many
of his contemporaries were believing in a stabilized alliance between human
rights, democracy and nationalism, had foreseen as the true end of the decline
from "humanity" to "nationality".
Education has been dragged into the present crisis too. Schools are
considered as the most defenceless target of austerity policies which entail,
among other deficiencies, neglect of equipment, closing down of educational
units, particularly at the pre-school level, and dismissal of teachers, let alone
the poor remuneration of those who survive in their professional field.
Youngsters react with indifference, frustration, cynicism, aggressiveness or
voluntary dropout, stimulated by expectations of "making quick money"
somewhere on the "free" market.

Democracy, education and autonomy
These observations of the present scene raise questions about the socio
economic, political and cultural frameworks which lay the ground for a
constructive interaction among the three forces which greatly determine
people's existence and survival, namely "Development, Democracy and
Education" - deliberately chosen in this sequence.In this approach it seems
to be helpful to refer to John Dewey's "classic" remarks about the interrela
tion between Democracy and Education.
In his fundamental study Democracy and Education (1916), Dewey stated
that "the devotion of democracy to education is a familiar fact".To explain
this statement he identifies "voluntary disposition and interest" among the
citizens as an important feature of political coherence that extends beyond the
rules of the political system."Voluntary disposition and interest", he argues,
"can only be created by education".The "deeper explanation", however, he
finds in the essential quality of democracy as a "mode of associated living,
of conjoint communicated experience" (Dewey 1916b: 93). Education "to
personal initiative and adaptability" appears, in Dewey's conclusion, as a
necessary prerequisite for the viability of democracy (idem: 94).
To obtain a clearer understanding of Dewey's conceptual approach, further
help is provided by his earlier study The School and Society (1899), in which
he had focused his attention on the structure of the social system within
which education and democracy can interact successfully: "If our education
is to have any meaning for life, it must pass through an equally complete
transformation ...To do this means to make each one of our schools an
embryonic community life, active with types of occupations that reflect the
life of the larger society".When the school comes up to training "each child
of society into membership within such a little community ...
", Dewey
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concludes, "we shall have the deepest and best guarantee of a larger society
which is worthy, lovely and hannonious" (Dewey 1916a: 19-20).
At this point I want to leave direct reference to Dewey's thoughts in order
to relate them to the theme of my paper. One cannot generalize John Dewey's
view of the interrelations between development - being understood as social
development - democracy and education, because the kind of society in which
these interrelations are to function, is not without preconditions. The contri
bution of education to the building of an "embryonic community life" in
schools, as much as the inevitable consequences through which he considers
possible the creation of a "worthy, lovely and hannonious" society from its own
"embryonic" ceHs, that is the schools, is equally not without preconditions.
What John Dewey, the representative of a dynarnic expanding pioneer
society founded in the solidarity of small communities, took for granted, are
virtues that are accepted by aH the members of that society. These virtues
include, on the one hand, the will, readiness, and ability to shape and organize
one's life independently and responsibly, and on the other, the willingness of
all citizens to develop and consolidate the education system in order to pass
these preconditions on to the next generation.
In order to meet this expectation - we can follow and conclude from
Dewey's thoughts - the school needs the autonomy to offer its participants
headteachers, teachers, pupils, as weH as parents and the members of the
community - the opportunity to make choices and decisions. To aH those
concerned, the active use of these possibilities must seem the more stimu
lating the more it entails the prospect of econornic prosperity.
Over the past decades the ideal of the autonomy of the schools - under
stood not only in a functional but also in a political-adrninistrative sense has inspired the thoughts and actions of "educationists" (in the widest sense
of the term), stimulated by John Dewey and his colleagues in the European
Educational Movement (Pedagogie nouvelle, Reformpädagogik). It is small
wonder that, after the collapse of the totalitarian regimes in Eastern Europe
and in the Soviet Union, this idea of autonomy has met with great resonance
among the "reformists" of various schools of thought and has provoked
experiments on the rnicro- and macro-level of educational activity, most of
which have failed to reach the expectations of their initiators.
It is exactly this view of the topicality of a development revealing incon
sistencies, or even contradictions, between "Development, Education and
Democracy", that directly leads us to the discussion of Dewey's approach.
"Autonomy", as a general legal and political condition as weH as a structural
principle of an "embryonic community life", cannot function as long as people
live in econornic rnisery. Adrnittedly, this remark implies the awareness of
"misery"; but this thesis refers, without reservation, to people suffering from
hunger and cold and in want of basic medical care. Individuals, and also
closely defined religious communities may practice "autonomous" behaviour
even under such circumstances. However, as a general principle, especially
with regard to the "larger society", this ideal becomes irrelevant.
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. These thoughts, however, do not represent the conclusion of my inter
pretation of Dewey's thinking. His "embryonic community life" reflects a
"self-generated autonomy", which the "concerned" created and developed of
their own accord. W hat we encounter in many current concepts of autonomy
can rather be classed as "decreed autonomy". Of this latter type of autonomy,
history provides many examples, including failure, which their initiators
themselves had to endure. Peter the Great may weIl serve as an example to
demonstrate this.
To be sure, past and present also provide an "intermediate type", which I
would like to caIl "promoted autonomy". This kind of autonomy is a matter
of initiatives emanating from the steering centres of the "Iarger society",
whereby those in charge can refer to models outside of, and within, their
spheres of activity. As regards the education system, the states of Western
Europe at present offer numerous examples of this type of autonomy, including
France, Italy, Sweden and Germany. Also the Third World can provide
examples, especially in the sphere of imparting literacy to adults.
"Promoted autonomy" is always in danger of two forms of "derailment".
It either lapses into chaos and anarchy that impair the coherence of the "1arger
society", without helping those being "promoted" to attain the intended
"embryonic community life"; or the promoters of this autonomy become
"impatient" and search for a quicker solution in the passing of decrees. The
latter derailment derives from the illusion of believing that it is possible to
force the capacity and readiness for responsible action into existence. This
"relationship between school and autonomy", as evidenced in recent times,
might weIl prove to be a worthwhile subject of systematic international
comparison.
It follows from this argument that "promoted autonomy" requires caution
and patience on the part of both the promoters and the addressees. It also
follows that one needs to be aware of the calculated risk that is taken in its
promotion. Mistakes and setbacks are almost inevitable; and these can only
be met by enlightened actors willing to take advice as required and to behave
in an exemplary manner, whether at system level or in the classroom.
Authoritarian persons who restrict themselves to preaching "autonomy"
prevent the very formation of the "embryonic community life" which they
seek to promote. Analogous points, of course, apply to the attitude and the
behaviour of representatives of "developed" countries in their relationship
with so-called "under-developed" countries.

The historical example of Czechoslovakia
Promotion, caution and patience are, of course, categories that are closely
connected with the category of "time". In order to pursue this train of thought,
it is useful to consider the case of Czechoslovakia and of its capital city. The
reflection which foIlows aims to point to the interdependence between the
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frontation with the dominating "second nation", the Germans. The conflicts
in this dispute are one side of a coin which, on its other side, shows the great
advantages that both opponents gained from it. Thus, around the turn of the
19th and 20th centuries, great artists, poets, and writers of Czech, German
and - not to be forgotten - Jewish descent lived in Prague. They attained
worldwide farne either during their lifetime or, like Franz Kafka above all,
many years after their death. The other side of the coin also shows, however,
the construction of an efficient system of education that raised the "Bohemian
lands" into a leading position in Europe with regard to enrollment in ele
mentary schools, the duration of compulsory education and the development
of the curriculum. Special attention should also be paid to the development
of a differentiated system of technical education and, finally, to the interna
tional reputation of the two universities of Prague, for, in 1882, the "Charies
University" with its rich tradition, had been divided into German and Czech
medium Universities.
On the one hand, the construction of the country's education system was
the outcome of school policies of the Habsburg Empire; on the other hand, it
was also a product of national competition. Here one can observe that, along
with its dark side of furthering nationalistic currents, this competition also
reflected an expression, by both nations, of public spirit and initiative. Cultural
associations, youth and sports clubs, as much as a rich theatre life, which even
extended into the small towns, bear witness to this expression. The first
Czechoslovak Republic inherited this highly developed education system, with
its strengths and, of course, also with its weaknesses. I do not want to delve
further into this period which others, possessing greater competence than I,
can develop. I would like to make only some remarks, based on my personal
experience as a direct1y concerned witness at that time, who spent his
childhood and youth in Czechoslovakia and has kept track from a distance of
its later long-suffering development - up to the "Velvet Revolution".
My contribution, at this point, is not aimed at the intensively and contro
versially discussed question, both inside and outside Czechoslovakia, of the
nationalities and their share in the sad ending of the first Czechoslovak
Republic. My intention is rather to concentrate on the historical fact that, in
spite of its inner weaknesses and unresolved problems, that state remained a
democratic commonwealth until its extinction through the Munich Agreement
and the German occupation which took place six months later. In this
commonwealth, legal protection, political freedom of assembly, the existence
of schools in the native tongues, were all guaranteed for all citizens and
groups. This guarantee extended to the members of those ethnic groups that
did not belong to the "Czechoslovakian nation state": Germans, Hungarians,
Poles, Ruthenians and others.
Let us go a step further. At its end, in 1938-39, the first Czechoslovak
Republic had actually survived as the only really democratic state in Eastern
Central and Southeast Europe. At times, it had to fend off fundamentally
opposed teachings. Viewed as a whole, however, manifold sources show that
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the spirit of inter-ethnic tolerance in the field of education and the will to
cooperate were comparably greater than elsewhere, especially in the period
of Ivan Derer, Minister of Public Education in the late twenties and early
thirties of this century. In the Czech part of the country, Czech as weIl as
German educators participated in attempts at a school reform which was
initiated by Derer. This was particularly significant even though the reform
eventually failed because of "overriding" motives (Mitter 1990: 20).
I am able to consider this problem today without constraint, because the
failed attempt to develop a future-oriented co-existence of Czechs and
Germans within the first Czechoslovak Republic became an irreversible part
of history as a result of the German occupation and the expulsion, after 1945,
of the German population which inevitably followed. The protective rights,
conferred on the small German minority which stayed behind in the re
emerged democratic State, including the welcome establishment of their own
schools, did not belie this scission.
Reviewing what occurred did, however, point to possibilities, even if they
are now lost, which rnight have been attempted on the basis of the then
existing fertile ground for the existence of economic stability, a democratic
state and societal structure and a remarkable system of education. Had it been
possible to ignore the dark effects originating from the "wider political stage",
one might have wished the Republic the "fifty-year-period" that Tomas
Masaryk, its first President, considered necessary for its peaceful consolida
tion. Had this been available, it might have been possible for these chances
to be taken successfully. In the event, however, the Republic was granted only
twenty years (Pfaff 1987).

Present-day reconsideration of values
In our own time, 20, even 10 years, seems to us to be too long to wait for the
solution to the various existential problems with which the whole globe is
confronted. The recent World Conference held in Rio de Janeiro drastically
underlined the need for a radical reconsideration of strategies and policies in
the area of environmental protection. It goes without saying that the recon
sideration necessary requires new approaches to development, but also, at
the same time, to democracy. Unless these are developed, the task of linking
development to fundamental values, focused upon human rights and human
dignity, is likely to be left to self-appointed or empowered "saviours". In the
final analysis, however, development and democracy must both depend upon
the effectiveness of an education which supports both of them and also links
their functions to the fundamental human values I have already mentioned. It
must therefore be hoped that appropriate policies, taking proper account of
all three of these concepts, can be arrived at.
In this respect John Dewey was right. In other ways, however, the world
in which we live has little in common with the social framework within which
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